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Greeks against Turkish tyranny was gathering force, and was
rousing passionate enthusiasm, not only among liberals, but also
among those who retained the outlook of the Crusades, and dis-
liked the subjection of Christians to Mohammedans. In Russia
there was, in addition, a nationalistic motive for sympathy with
Greece, since Turkey was the hereditary national enemy, and
Russia had territorial ambitions which could only be satisfied at
the expense of the Turks. To Austria  the matter presented
itself in a different light: the break-up of Turkey was likely to
strengthen Russia unduly. Metternich succeeded in persuading
Alexander not to take up the cause of the Greeks, on the ground
that they were rebels against lawful authority. Metternich was
well aware that Alexander was  sacrificing important Russian
interests;  he  wrote to  the  Emperor  Francis:   'The  Russian
Cabinet has ruined with one blow the great work of Peter the
Great and of his successors.* From that time onward, the Con-
cert of Europe took cognizance of Russia's dealings with the
Porte,  which had  not  previously  been  the  case.  Metternich
congratulated himself on his achievement; ethe tour de force
that I have accomplished is an uncommon one,' he notes com-
placently.
To Alexander, it seemed that he was merely carrying out the
principles of the Holy Alliance. Chateaubriand, who was one of
the French plenipotentiaries at the Congress of Verona, relates
what the Tsar said to him on this subject:
There can no longer be English, French, Russian, Prussian,
Austrian policies; there is no longer anything but one general
policy, which must, for the good of all, be adopted in common
by the peoples and by the kings. It is for me to show myself
convinced by the principles upon which I based the Alliance.
An occasion presented itself: the revolt of Greece. No doubt
nothing appeared more in my interests, in those of my peoples,
in accordance with the opinion of my country, than a religious
war with Turkey; but I thought I observed the revolutionary
mark in the troubles of the Peloponnesus. Consequently, 1
abstained . . . No, I will never separate myself from the mon-
archs with whom I am united; it must be permitted to kings to
have public alliances to defend themselves against secret societies.
What could tempt me? What need have I to increase my
Empire? Providence has not placed eight hundred thousand
soldiers under my orders to satisfy my ambition, but to protect

